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1. Introduction

The fundamental problem being solved by the ANARI \([SGA^{*}22]\) standard is to provide application developers with a high-level rendering API that can be used to render images from scientific and technical visualizations containing 3-D surface geometry and volumetric data. The API will support rendering techniques such as rasterization and high-fidelity path tracing with the goal of significantly reducing overall application development-time cost.

Although many renderers and APIs already exist \([WWB^{*}14,\ WJA^{*}17,\ PBD^{*}10,\ HMCA15]\), and some of them successfully address the primary requirement above, in practice they are vendor-, hardware platform-, or rendering algorithm-specific, or they provide high-performance building blocks for rendering, but not a complete renderer implementation with a high-level API. ANARI aims to address the limitations of these existing APIs. ANARI fully abstracts vendor-, hardware platform-, and rendering algorithm-specific details behind the API. By doing so, a multiplicity of rendering back-end implementations can be used to their full capability, without the need for renderer-specific code in applications that use ANARI. Since ANARI provides a high-level API abstraction, significant freedom is provided to back-end renderer implementations. This freedom enables implementations to use any practical rendering algorithm for image generation, although a key focus and interest for ANARI is support for high-fidelity physically based rendering methods. ANARI applications do not specify the details of the rendering process. Using the ANARI API, applications specify object surface or volume data to be rendered, and any associated parameters that might affect appearance, such as their material properties, texturing, and color transfer functions. ANARI applications retain full responsibility for managing non-rendering attributes of geometry through their own means. ANARI provides rendering-focused functionality only, so higher level scene graphs
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and other more general functionality must be obtained through other APIs or applications which use ANARI.

Scientific visualization has diverse rendering needs involving trade-offs among quality, speed, and scalability to available hardware resources. It is typical for visualization applications [HDS96, CBW12, SB92, AGL05] to use both visual and quantitative rendering techniques to satisfy user demands. Furthermore, it is common for an application to need rendering from local CPU or GPU hardware, with parallel scaling through multiple machines in a cluster to exploit additional distributed compute and memory resources. The ANARI API provides the necessary abstractions to allow these needs to be met by back-end renderers, without excessive exposure of hardware or rendering algorithm details to the application. ANARI seeks primarily to standardize emerging work found in scientific visualization, and also (where practical) to do the same for related domains, such as professional visualization, visual effects, and engineering CAD. Multiple ANARI back-ends may be exposed through the API at runtime. The ANARI API provides the application with the means to enumerate available back-ends, methods for querying high-level capabilities of the available back-ends, and the ability to instantiate a back-end and at least one associated renderer, which can then be used to render images.

2. API Design

The ANARI API is specified as a C99 API in order to provide compiler-independent linkage, which allows easy integration into a broad range of applications based on a variety of compiled languages, including C, C++, Fortran, and dynamic languages such as Python and Julia, among others. It has a common API header and front-end library (using either static or dynamic linkage) capable of loading available ANARI back-end device implementations at runtime. ANARI back-end devices are created by standard implementors and are expected to be distributed, installed, or upgraded independently of the standard API header and front-end library.

The ANARI API is designed to encapsulate scene data and rendering operations as opaque object handles using string-value pairs to parameterize them. This facilitates a predominantly unidirectional flow of scene information from the application to the instantiated ANARI device. As a result, the vast majority of ANARI API calls have a write-only behavior pattern to minimize imposed implementation requirements. An application can create ANARI objects and set named inputs on them called parameters. However, no mechanism is provided to subsequently query parameter data, since even the existence of a query mechanism would impose additional performance costs and storage requirements for back-end renderer implementations (e.g., distributed rendering contexts). Object introspection can be used to query object subtypes and information about their parameters. Additionally, ANARI objects can publish named outputs called properties. Such output is specific to the type and semantics of the object, but has a generic interface function for access.

ANARI scenes are represented as hierarchies of objects (Figure 2). The Frame is the root object of the scene. It holds the frame buffer configuration and the World, Camera, and Renderer objects. The Camera configures the projection of the rendering used to view the World. The Renderer holds parameters relating to the rendering algorithm. The World holds arrays of the drawable objects of the scene such as Surface, Volume, and Light either directly or via an array of Instances each containing a Group. A Group holds arrays of Surface, Volume, and Light to be instantiated together. An Instance combines a Group with a transform for placement of the same collection of objects at multiple locations within the same World. A Surface represents drawable surfaces containing a Geometry and a Material. A Geometry specifies drawable primitives and data associated with them. A Material specifies the surface’s appearance related to the data from the Geometry. A Volume represents volumetric drawable objects and may contain Spatial Field objects. A Spatial Field represents a field of values in 3D space. A Light represents sources of illumination.

3. Conclusion

The ANARI API enables developers to build a scene description to generate imagery, rather than specifying the details of the rendering process. Unlike more general scene graph APIs, ANARI focuses primarily on rendering operations and leaves other domain-specific scene operations in the hands of the application itself. ANARI back-end renderers are free to expose new ANARI extensions, e.g., those that add new geometric primitives, load custom shaders, or provide enhanced efficiency with other APIs. ANARI extensions can be candidates for adoption into the core ANARI API if there’s enough synergy between other back-ends. As of this writing, the ANARI specification is in provisional status. Future work will consist of finalizing the remaining features needed for ANARI 1.0.

If interested, there are a couple of ways to get involved in the development of the ANARI (https://www.khronos.org/anari) specification. The first is to become a Khronos member and join the ANARI working group. The second way is to be invited by the ANARI working group to join the ANARI Advisory Panel. The ANARI SDK is available on GitHub (https://github.com/KhronosGroup/ANARI-SDK) and includes links to vendor-specific back-end renderer implementations. The latest ANARI specification is also available on GitHub (https://github.com/KhronosGroup/ANARI-Registry).
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